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and political horizon. West of these a sort of penumbra
of tribes, half-Hellemzed or less, stretched from the Corinthian
Gulf up to the ill-defined border where Illyria began.
Conventionally a " barbar "-ian was, of course, a person
who did not talk coherently but merely jabbered, i.e., whose
language the Greeks did not understand, and by this scarcely
scientific criterion some of the remoter Akarnanes and
Aitolians would scarcely have passed as Hellenes.1
Thucydides describes their speech as " most unfamiliar ",
and there was at least a popular belief at Athens that they
ate their meat raw.2 Hellas was sometimes said to end at
the Ambrakian Gulf (so, Skylax, c. 35) ; north of this was
simply nameless Epeiros, "the mainland," inhabited by
Thesprotoi, Molossoi, Chaones. Yet the Thesprotoi, in
whose land lay the ancient and holy oracle of Zeus at Dodona,
were really a Greek-speaking race,3 and Alkon the Molossian
must have been accepted as a Hellene when he came courting
the daughter of the great dynast of Sikyon.4 The Chaones
seem to have been the most powerful of all these Main-
landers 5 ; they may have been connected with the Chones,
near the " heel " of Italy, whose pottery marks them as
immigrants from east of the Adriatic. The Molossian
chieftains at any rate bore Greek names, and their kings
traced their descent from Achilles.6 This people developed
an interesting limited monarchy ; beside or over against
the king stood an elected Prostatas or Champion of the
People, and king and people (through their Champion)
annually swore an oath to respect one another's lawful
rights.7 The Chaones also by the fifth century were a
republican tribe and had a Prostatas as their chief magistrate.8
Doubtful in like manner was the status of the northern
neighbours of Thessaly, the Makednoi or Makedones, the
Macedonians j their dialect was unintelligible to southern
1 Cf. Str. X, p. 449 :    AircaXol Kal' Aicapvaves Kal' Ad agaves, « XP
2 Thk. iii, 04.	8 Hdt. ii, 56 ; iv, S3.	* Hdt. vi, 12T.
5 Hellanikos (ap. S.B.) mentions them separately, " Chaones and main-
landers " ; cf. Thk. ii, 81, for their confidence in their own prowess.
8 Paus. i, 11, 1.	7 See Ar. Politics, viii, 1313a.	8 Thk. ii, 80,

